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Abstract
Friction wood welding (FWW) is an innovative process allowing wooden parts to be joined without any
external material addition. Surprisingly, whereas extensive investigations on chemical reactions
involved in FWW were carried out, no tribological studies have ever been performed to characterize the
underlying frictional mechanisms. This paper addresses this limitation through linear reciprocated
friction tests performed on beech wood samples under various contact pressures and moisture contents.
Tests results coupled with a characterization of surface modifications highlight the variety of frictional
mechanisms. Ultimately, this study also suggests that the friction coefficient is a relevant tool in order
to control the process in the goal of optimizing the mechanical strength of the welded assembly.
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Introduction

The Friction Wood Welding (FWW) process was first discovered and then patented by Sutthoff1 in
1996. The first studies seeking to understand the physical phenomena involved in FWW were then
published since 2003 by Gfeller and Pizzi et al.2,3 FWW is tribologically driven since it is achieved by
the relative displacement of two wooden parts under normal contact pressure. The frictional heat
generated at the contact interface induces local transformation of wood into a molten material which
then solidifies to form a strong joint. The relevance of the process relies on joining wooden parts without
any external material addition such as glue, resulting in totally environment-friendly assemblies. While
ultrasonic and friction stir welding techniques applied to wooden materials show strong potential4, FWW
was mainly achieved under two geometric configurations: cylinder-in-block conformal contact and
plane-on-plane contact. Usually named rotation welding5, the first configuration refers to the rotating
friction of wood dowels into pre-drilled, or not6, wooden blocks. On the other hand, plane-on-plane
FWW was firstly achieved through planar orbital motion7,8 by analogy with the welding of
thermoplastics, but it was durably supplanted by reciprocated linear motion usually named linear (or
vibrational) welding.2,9 Linear welding corresponds to the most published wood welding option and is
the scope of the present study. Notwithstanding, one can notice that similar phenomena and material
modifications were observed in both linear, orbital and rotation welding.5,6
Linear FWW was successfully performed with various wood species including beech2,10–13 spruce11,14–
16
, oak9,11,13 pine17–19, birch20,21, poplar21, maple13, eucalyptus22–24, bamboo25,26, and even heat-treated
woods21,27. Nevertheless, softwood welding appeared to be more difficult to achieve due to the
characteristic cell-wood collapsing effect of these species.11 While FWW were sometimes achieved
through multi-pass contact conditions9,22,23,25,26,28–30, the process is carried out in a few seconds through
two successive steps. First, friction is carried out under specific contact conditions including welding
pressure (WP), sliding velocity (SV), displacement amplitude (DA), and welding time (WT). Second, the
contact is maintained under static mechanical loading defined by the holding pressure (HP) and the
holding time (HT). Based on numerous studies2,9,25–34,10,35–37,11,15,20–24, WP ranges from 0.2 to 4.5 MPa,
DA remains close to 2 mm, WT is very short and ranges from 1 to 8 s, HP from 1 to 8 MPa, and HT
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from 5 to 60 s. The sliding speed is classically expressed as a motion frequency which ranges from 100
to 150 Hz, leading to SV close to 0.6 m.s-1 when considering the associated DA value.
Since the frictional heating of surfaces drives the material modification, it was studied by inserting
thermocouples in the contact during the process2,25 or by infrared thermography measurements31.
Maximal temperatures ranging from 200 to 350°C were measured, depending on wood species and
contact conditions. Moreover, finite element method (FEM) models based on thermal conduction and
convection assumptions confirmed these values.18,38 It is worth mentioning that the thermal loading
remains located in the close vicinity of the contact since measurements carried out in the bulk wood and
only 1 mm away from the interface led to temperatures close to the ambient one.2 This essential feature
explains the absence of wood parts distortion far from the contact zone, leading to a high quality
assembly. Heat also has a major impact on the chemistry inside the contact.
Chemical reactions resulting from temperature increases during FWW were in-depth characterized in
detail in elaborate studies31,39 focused on modifications of the three main thermoplastic constituents of
wood: cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin. Complex interactions between multiple hydrolysis and
condensation reactions take place with the elevation of temperature. They are driven by successive
consumptions and productions of water molecules. On the one hand, some of these reactions are
exothermic leading to a further increase of the temperature31 catalysing themselves. On the other hand,
water evaporation and material ejection from the contact tend to cool the system.38 Most of chemical
reactions involved in FWW occur at the beginning of the process resulting in furfural production,
extensive degradation of hemicellulose, increases of crystallinity and intramolecular bonding of
cellulose which remains only slightly degraded at this stage and, above all, lignin fusion.39 Evidence of
lignin melting and hemicellulose degradation2 were also supported by the analysis of gases emitted
during the process.34,40 As soon as lignin is molten, it inhibits the continuation of these transformations
and has a protective effect on cellulose degradation.39 Meanwhile, wood pyrolysis generates charcoal.31
Then, lignin cross-linking, and partial networking between lignin and cellulose occur and continue even
after the motion is stopped.39 At the end of the process, cellulose depolymerisation leads to the partial
destruction of the cell-wood walls. FWW ultimately results in a densified melting zone (MZ) located at
the wooden parts interface.11 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) observations of the MZ revealed a
complex network of entangled wood fibres (tracheids) embedded in a matrix of molten and then cured
material mainly composed of lignin.2,31 Local modification of mechanical properties such as increase of
hardness and elastic recovery14 were reported. The cross-sectional width of the densified MZ ranges
from 100 µm to approximately 2 mm depending on wood species11,31 and welding parameters such as
WP and WT.19
The resulting mechanical strength of the welded wood assembly depends consistently on the wood
species22,23, WT9,16,20, WP16,22, SV and DA22, wood grain orientation9, and on the original surface
topography.10,15 Moreover, larger HT results in higher strength due to continuous increase of material
cross-linking after the motion is stopped.2,31,39 Shear strength ranging from 1.8 to 13.4 MPa9,22,23,29,31 and
tensile strength ranging from 0.5 to 10.5 MPa2,9,12,20,21,24 were reached depending on the abovementioned
welding conditions.
Despite the high level of knowledge accumulated concerning the chemical reactions involved in FWW,
the multiple effects of wood species and welding parameters on the resulting MZ features and
mechanical properties, tribology-focused studies of FWW have never been conducted so far. Very
surprisingly, and to the best of our knowledge, only one publication has dealt with measurements of the
coefficient of friction (COF) between wooden parts during the process.8 It was focused on orbital
welding while this option has been progressively replaced by linear FWW. Moreover, limited
confidence can be placed on the COF values provided since both the measurements and the postprocessing methods remained imprecisely described in this paper. Notwithstanding, the authors
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observed an inverted U-shaped evolution of the friction force throughout the process. Minimal COF
lower than 0.1 were reported at the beginning of the process, before reaching a maximal value close to
0.3. These typical COF values did not change when varying the contact pressure but appeared to increase
when decreasing the orbital motion frequency, i.e. the sliding speed.8 Even more intriguing ten-times
lower COF values were deduced from heat-transfer numerical modelling.18
The present paper consequently addresses those limitations. The linear FWW process is studied for the
first time through a tribological approach. The main objective of our study is to show that such an
approach allows for further understanding FWW mechanisms, and even for controlling it. A fully
instrumented tribometer is used to perform tests in relevant contact conditions with respect to FWW.
An original approach coupling friction force measurements and surface modifications observation
throughout the process is proposed.
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Materials and methods

2.1 Selection and preparation of wood samples
Experiments were conducted with beech-wood (Fagus sylvatica) samples of two shapes: pin samples
were cylinders of 8 mm in diameter and 20 mm in length, and block samples were cubes of
12 × 14 × 14 mm3. Both sample types were extracted from the same sapwood tree and machined such
that pin’s circular base and block’s larger face corresponded to the beech transversal cross-section.
Figure 1 shows the samples’ geometrical features, structure, and orientation. As a diffuse-porous wood
specie, beech is a very heterogeneous material. Special attention was consequently paid to overcome
excessive behavioural variations by selecting 47 pins and 47 blocks presenting similar structures among
more than 100 samples of each geometry. The transversal cross-section of the selected pins and blocks
exhibited a mean total number of growth rings equal to 3.4 and 6.9, respectively. Samples were stored
in a dedicated glass jar where temperature (T) and relative humidity (RH) were maintained at 21 ± 2°C
and 39 ± 5%, respectively. The calculated mean equilibrium moisture content (MC) of the samples was
11%. Among the 47 pin/block pairs studied, 5 of them were however heat-treated at 115°C during 2
hours to reach the anhydrous state (MC = 0). Five others pin/block pairs were immersed in distilled
water during 2 hours and then dried at ambient air during 80 min (for blocks) or 125 min (for pins) in
order they reached MC = 25%.

2.2 Friction tests and further analyses
Friction tests were performed at room temperature and ambient air using a Cameron-Plint TE77
tribometer achieving pin-on-block linear reciprocated motion with a ± 2.2 mm displacement stroke at
50 Hz. Since the reciprocal linear motion was carried out through a rotative DC motor activating an
eccentric-cam system, the pin displacement (h) followed a sinusoidal curve against time and the mean
sliding velocity during each back-and-forth friction cycle is 0.44 m.s-1. Due to the actuator inertia, it is
worth mentioning that 14 friction cycles (i.e. 0.28 s) were necessary at the beginning of the tests to reach
the abovementioned mean speed. Similarly, the decrease of the sliding speed from 0.44 m.s-1 to 0 at the
end of each test lasted 14 friction cycles also. The normal load (FN) was applied on the pin/block contact
through a tension spring. Throughout each test, the pin displacement, the friction force (FT), and FN were
respectively measured thanks to a non-contact laser sensor, a piezoelectric sensor, and a gauge strain
sensor. These 3 signals were acquired with a 10 kHz sampling frequency. For each friction cycle, the
friction coefficient (µ) was calculated from an energetic point of view using Eq. 1 where the local friction
coefficient (FT / FN ratio) is integrated throughout a single back-and-worth motion and where Δh0 (very
close to 4.4 mm) is the distance between the two pin positions corresponding to FT = 0.
𝜇=

1
2 Δℎ0

𝐹

∫ |𝐹𝑇 | 𝑑ℎ
𝑁
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(Eq.1)

When considered, the mean values of the normal load and the friction force throughout an overall friction
cycle were respectively named ̅𝐹̅̅𝑁̅ and ̅̅̅
𝐹𝑇 .
For all friction tests, plane-on-plane contact geometry was used and the rubbing direction was set
perpendicular to beech grains direction, perpendicular to growth rings, and parallel to wood-rays
direction of both pin and block (Figure 1). This samples orientation thus corresponded to end grain-toend grain butt welding reported in previous studies.9,22,24,25 As described in the following subsections,
three distinctive test campaigns were conducted according to different contact conditions, procedures,
and post-testing analysis methods.
Figure 1:

Figure 1: Tribologic contact studied and samples geometry (a), microscope observation of the pin (b)
and block (c) contacting surfaces, and typical cross-section reconstructed by X-ray tomography of the
samples showing the diffuse-porous microstructure of beech wood (d).

2.2.1 Test campaign 1 (TC1): Friction coefficient related to contact conditions
Test campaign 1 was performed in the goal of characterizing the effect of WP and beech-wood MC on
the evolution of µ versus the number of friction cycles (N). To this end, friction tests were performed
under 1.5, 2.2, 3.0, and 3.8 MPa initial contact pressure (PC) with samples having MC = 11%. Other
tests were carried out on samples exhibiting MC = 0 and 25% with PC = 3.0 MPa in each case. For all
tested contact conditions, 5 tests were performed for reproducibility purposes. Different test durations
ranging from N = 220 to 450 were carried out depending on contact conditions.

2.2.2 Test campaign 2 (TC2): Characterization of surface modifications
The objective of this test campaign was to characterize the pin/block interface modifications during
FWW process. Friction tests were therefore interrupted at 3 different steps of the process, namely after
N close to 60, 110, and 170 friction cycles. To prevent any joining of the pin/block interface, an external
lever was used, allowing for opening the contact before the pin motion was even stopped. All tests were
performed under the same contact condition corresponding to MC = 11% and PC = 3.0 MPa, and 3 tests
per processing step were carried out. After contact opening, the pin was stored and wear debris was
collected by gently pressing a carbon adhesive tape on the block surface, out of the friction track. Pins,
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blocks and tapes were then gold metalized to analyze the friction tracks and the debris morphology with
a JEOL JSM-840 scanning electron microscope (SEM) operated at 20 kV.

2.2.3 Test campaign 3 (TC3): Welding tests and welded joint strength
The friction tests of TC3 were performed until the achievement of pin/block welding after different
duration of friction. A total of 8 tests were performed with MC = 11%, PC = 3.8 MPa, and N ranging
between 67 and 148 (that is, WT ranging from 1.3 to 2.9 s). The last friction coefficient recorded at the
end of the test was named µend. Just after friction completion, a constant normal load of 200 N
corresponding to HP = 4 MPa was maintained on the contact during HT = 2 min. After storage during
2 weeks under ambient air conditions (T = 21 ± 2°C and RH = 42 ± 8%), the 8 pin-on-block welded
assemblies were then submitted to uniaxial tensile tests with a Lloyd LR30K apparatus in order to
characterize their mechanical strength (σ). Among them, the internal structure of the welded assembly
for which N = 148 was analyzed by X-ray tomography prior to mechanical testing using a GE Phoenix
v|tome|xs equipment operated at 50 kV and 350 µA. Thanks to the small size of the samples, the
characterizations were achieved without having to cut them off. As such, samples were prevented from
additional cracks stemming from samples preparation that are traditionally encountered.41 It resulted in
a 10.3 × 10.4 × 1.5 mm3 stack of images composed of 53 µm3 voxels which was then analysed using the
Fiji software. As a reference, 5 pin/block pairs were assembled by applying 20 mg of conventional
vinylic glue and then a constant 100 N normal load was maintained during 2 hours. After one week
storage at ambient air, tensile tests were then carried out for comparison with the welded assemblies.

3

Results

3.1 Overall tribological behaviour
All friction tests performed in the framework of TC1 resulted in the typical evolution of the friction
coefficient versus the number of friction cycles completed which is depicted with a black curve in Figure
̅̅̅𝑁̅)
2. This figure also shows the evolution of the mean normal load during a single friction cycle (𝐹
̅̅̅
through a dotted line, and of the mean friction force during a single friction cycle (𝐹
𝑇 ) through a grey
line. The overall tribological behaviour can be subdivided into 4 successive steps which are delimited
by the data points A, B and C appearing in Figure 2.
Figure 2:
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Figure 2: Friction coefficient µ (black line), normal load FN (dotted line), and friction force FT (grey
line) versus friction cycles number N under PC = 3 MPa initial contact pressure. Test performed on
beech wood sample with MC = 11%. Red stars and associated letters A, B, and C respectively refer to
the beginning of the first increase of µ, the maximum µ value, and the beginning of the second µ
increase.
At the very beginning of the test, µ remains low (close to 0.15) up to point A. The friction coefficient
then drastically increases during a second step until reaching its maximum value in point B. This step is
also accompanied by a clearly visible smoke production originating from the contact. Smoke production
is a well-known phenomenon in FWW. In-depth characterization of emission gases achieved in previous
studies revealed the existence of numerous volatile compounds but the major composition of smoke was
found to be water vapour34,40. The third step (between B and C points) is characterized by a regular
continuous decrease of µ according to a negative power law versus N, until reaching the local minimum
value of µ in point C. It is worth mentioning that ̅𝐹̅̅𝑁̅ starts to decrease from point B (Figure 2). Since
normal load was applied through a tension spring, its decrease is then a direct indicator of wear. The
slight decrease of ̅𝐹̅̅𝑁̅ throughout the third step therefore reveals a mild wear process which is
furthermore supported by the observation of wooden particles ejected from the contact. During the
fourth step which starts from point C, the normal load decreases even more while µ increases.
Notwithstanding, the friction coefficient increase during this step is not solely due to ̅𝐹̅̅𝑁̅ decrease since
an increase of ̅̅̅
𝐹𝑇 ranging from 4×10-2 to 1.2×10-1 N per friction cycle also occurs, depending on the
initial contact pressure PC. Figure 3 shows that the general trends of µ, ̅𝐹̅̅𝑁̅, and ̅̅̅
𝐹𝑇 remains similar
regardless of the contact conditions used.
Figure 3:

Figure 3: Friction coefficient µ (black line), normal load FN (dotted line), and friction force FT (grey
line) versus friction cycles number N with PC = 3.8 MPa (left) and PC = 1.5 MPa (right).
From point C, the simultaneous increase of ̅̅̅
𝐹𝑇 and decrease of ̅𝐹̅̅𝑁̅ (cf Figures 2 and 3) is a direct evidence
of the severe wear process occurring during the fourth step. This is also supported by the observed
extensive extrusion of degraded wooden material pushed out of the contact. All the tests carried out
within the TC1 framework were conducted beyond point C and resulted in an almost inexistent
adherence between the pin and the block. Consequently, the fourth step must be considered as a separate
process taking place in the continuity of FWW and defined as severe wear inducing the destruction of
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the MZ previously formed. For this reason, the fourth step is not considered further in the followings
sections.

3.2 Contact pressure (PC) effect
The effect of the initial apparent contact pressure PC on µ evolution is displayed in Figure 4. Friction
curves have been plotted up to the point C defined in Figure 2 for the sake of clarity and to focus on the
3 first steps corresponding to FWW. For each contact conditions, the 5 tests performed shows relatively
good reproducibility. It is assumed that differences are due to beech wood microstructure variations
between samples despite the efforts made when selecting them.
Figure 4:

Figure 4: Friction coefficient µ (ordinate axes) versus friction cycles completed N (abscissa axes)
until NC for MC = 11% and PC = 1.5 (a), 2.2 (b), 3.0 (c), and 3.8 MPa (d). Each graph shows 5
distinctive friction curves obtained with the same testing conditions. Note that µ results are not
displayed according to the same range of N depending on the applied PC value. (The reader is
referred to the web version of this paper for colors visualization).
Figure 4 shows a similar trend of µ versus N for the 4 initial apparent contact pressures studied.
Moreover, similar phenomena were observed during each test such as smoke production during the sharp
increase of µ, and particles ejection during its further decrease. However, decreasing PC leads to an
overall increase of µ and an overall decay of the friction curve towards higher sliding distance. The
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mean values of friction coefficients µA, µB, µC, and friction cycle numbers NA, NB, NC related to the
respective position of the points A, B, and C are so reported in Table 1.
Table 1:
PC [MPa]

MC [%]

1.5
2.2
3.0
3.8
3.0
3.0

11
11
11
11
0
25

Number of friction cycles completed
NA
NB
NC
9 ± 9%
145 ± 12%
248 ± 6%
10 ± 5%
76 ± 13%
181 ± 10%
11 ± 4%
71 ± 8%
163 ± 10%
9 ± 8%
47 ± 9%
120 ± 10%
0
19 ± 10%
110 ± 10%
84 ± 17%
142 ± 11% 233 ± 13%

Friction coefficient
µA
µB
µC
0.10 ± 16% 0.91 ± 3%
0.64 ± 2%
0.14 ± 16% 0.77 ± 4%
0.52 ± 5%
0.12 ± 16% 0.60 ± 2%
0.35 ± 5%
0.15 ± 16% 0.53 ± 3%
0.27 ± 4%
0.50 ± 7%
0.63 ± 1%
0.29 ± 6%
0.15 ± 11% 0.61 ± 6%
0.36 ± 6%

Table 1: Mean values (black written) and standard deviations (grey written) of the number of friction
cycles completed N and the friction coefficient µ depending on PC and MC, when positioning in the A,
B, and C points defined in Figure 2.
For MC = 11%, results highlight that point A position does not depend on PC in terms of friction
coefficient and of friction cycles number, while µ and N corresponding to points B and C tend to
decrease as the contact pressure is increased. Notwithstanding, the decrease of µ is not only due to the
normal load increase. To further investigate the frictional behavior of the contact at different steps of
the FWW process, ̅̅̅
𝐹𝑇 versus ̅𝐹̅̅𝑁̅ values at the 3 points A, B and C are plotted in Figure 5 for the 20 tests
performed in TC1 with MC = 11%.
Figure 5:

Figure 5: Mean friction force ̅̅̅
𝐹𝑇 versus mean normal load ̅𝐹̅̅𝑁̅ calculated at points A (stars), B
(circles), and C (squares). Data refer to the 20 friction tests performed in TC1 with MC = 11%. Lines
are linear regressions of the data corresponding to points A (black line), B (black dotted line), and C
(grey dotted line).
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Under the trustworthy assumption that friction mechanisms taking place respectively at points A, B and
then C remains the same independently of PC, Figure 5 helps to define the friction laws involved at
different steps of FWW. Considering point A, the relationship between ̅̅̅
𝐹𝑇 and ̅𝐹̅̅𝑁̅ is linear and intersects
the origin of the graph. A very classical behaviour in accordance with the Amontons’ laws is also
observed at the very beginning of the test. The slope of the linear regression reaches 0.13 which is
consistent with µA values listed in Table 1. When µ reaches its maximum at point B, ̅̅̅
𝐹𝑇 remains linearly
̅
̅
̅
̅
correlated with 𝐹𝑁 but the relationship does not pass through the origin of the graph, explaining the
decrease of µB versus PC. This relationship corresponds to the modified Coulomb law which suggests
the addition of an adhesive component to the friction force. It is also suggested that a strong modification
of the wooden contact rheology has already occurred at this stage of the process due to temperature
increase, leading to an adhesive contact. When reaching point C, ̅̅̅
𝐹𝑇 remains constant, close to 50 N,
whatever the initial contact pressure PC applied. This surprising load-independence of the friction force
shows that the tribological behaviour of the contact has been once again modified at this stage of the
process. A further in-depth modification of the surfaces might be responsible of this. Interestingly, such
an uncommon load-independency of the friction force was rarely observed in the literature, especially
at the macroscopic scale, except for gels42 or cellulose in aqueous solutions.43

3.3 Effect of wood samples moisture content (MC)
Figure 6 displays the evolution of µ versus N obtained when varying MC. All tests were achieved with
PC = 3 MPa and can be compared with results presented in Figure 4c where MC = 11%. When MC = 0,
the results highlight the absence of the first step corresponding to low friction. NA = 0 must also be
considered in this case. With anhydrous wooden parts, µ is close to 0.5 at the very beginning of the test
and then immediately increases towards µB (Figure 6a). Moreover, it is worth mentioning that water
vapour production was not observed in this case. In contrast, tests performed with MC = 25% are
characterized by a significant increase of the duration of the low friction stage. As such, NA ranges
approximately from 80 to 100 (Figure 6b). Nonetheless, one can note that µA is not affected by MC.
Similarly to the tests performed with MC = 11%, water vapour production was observed during the
sharp increase of µ between A and B points. These results highlight the lubricating action of water
molecules trapped into the contact at the beginning of the test. When present, moisture ensures low
friction forces and thus lowers the frictional heat generated in the contact, until water evaporation. With
increasing MC, a longer sliding distance is therefore necessary to remove water molecules stored in the
contact vicinity.
Figure 6:
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Figure 6: Friction coefficient µ (ordinate axes) versus friction cycles completed N (abscissa axes)
under PC = 3.0 MPa initial contact pressure for MC = 0 (a) and 25% (b). Each graph shows 5
distinctive friction curves obtained in the same conditions. (The reader is referred to the web version
of this paper for colors visualization).
From Figures 4c and 6, it is worth mentioning that increasing MC leads to lower tests reproducibility,
especially between points A and B. Indeed, the standard deviations of the number of friction cycles
achieved during the second step of the process (namely, NB - NA) reach 42% when MC = 25% while it
drops to 10 and 13% when MC = 0 and 11%, respectively. To explain this variation, it is suggested that
the higher the MC, the more heterogeneous the water evaporation rate is. Nonetheless, friction
coefficients µB and µC remains nearly the same when MC varies from 0 to 25% (cf Table 1), meaning
that the action of water molecules at the beginning of the test does not affect further the tribological
behavior of the contact during the following steps of FWW.

3.4 Surface modifications
Tests performed in the framework of TC2 (PC = 3 MPa and MC = 11%) highlight major surfaces
modifications up to NC. Figure 7 shows typical SEM observations of both friction tracks and wear debris
when tests were successively interrupted close to NB (N ranged from 55 to 67), between NB and NC (N
ranged from 106 to 114), and close to NC (N ranged from 164 to 175). Although pins were constantly
rubbed whereas blocks experienced intermittent friction, their respective kinematic length are close
resulting in similar surfaces modifications of the two wooden pairs.
Figure 7:
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Figure 7: SEM observations of the un-rubbed surfaces (a and b), of the block (c, f and i) and the pin
(d, g and j) friction tracks, and of wear debris collected (e, h and k). Worn surfaces and debris stem
from friction tests performed with PC = 3.0 MPa and MC = 11%. SEM observations are related to
tests stopped at different friction steps as defined in Figure 2: close to NB (c to e), between NB and NC
(f to h), and close to NC (i to k). Considering block and pin tracks, the friction motion direction is
vertical in all cases.
When µ has reached its maximum value (point B), Figures 7c and 7d show that both pin and block
surfaces are highly damaged. The preexisting highly ordered diffuse-porous structure of beech wood (cf
Figures 1d, 7a and 7b) is no longer observed due to the collapsing of the wood cell walls in the vicinity
of the surface. One can observe that damaged fibers of beech wood are piled up in a direction mainly
perpendicular to the pin motion. At this stage of FWW, large wear debris have been even produced.
They exhibit a roll-shaped geometry which is several hundred micrometers long and several tens of
micrometers in diameter. Figure 7e shows their building up through torsional shearing of a complex
material composed of few damaged fibers stacked with molten matter. When the contact reaches
approximately the middle of the process third step (Figures 7f and 7g), smoothening of both pin and
block occurs through the spreading of the abovementioned damaged material onto the surfaces. SEM
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observations display an overall plastic flow of the wooden material and show the on-set of melting in
some surface zones disseminated over the friction track, such as the one observed in the center of Figure
7f. Wear debris collected at this stage of the process (Figure 7h) exhibit similar features than those
collected close to NB (Figure 7e) even though a higher fraction of damaged fibers seems to be embedded
in the molten matrix. Notwithstanding, it is worth mentioning that debris collected at this stage could
have been produced before, eventually close to NB. At the end of the FWW third step (close to NC), a
covering of the whole pin and block surfaces by a molten material occurs, as evidenced in Figure 7i and
7j. Figure 7j particularly demonstrates that the molten material layer spreads over undamaged wood
fibers. Interestingly, wear debris evacuated from the contact at this stage of the process are radically
different from the previous ones. As shown in Figure 7k, very large platelets are extracted from the
contact. They reach up to 500 µm in length and width and appear to result from the shearing of the
melting zone.

3.5 Welded joint structure and strength
In contrast to experiments presented above, tests performed in the framework of TC3 were carried out
in order to successfully achieve welding of the two wooden parts. Since previous results suggested the
onset of the MZ formation from point B and the initiation of a severe wear process from point C, friction
tests were therefore stopped at various N values ranging from NB and NC. The friction coefficient reached
at the end of each experiment were named µend and each contact pairs were then maintained during
HT = 2 min and under HP = 4 MPa to achieve welded joint solidification. Figure 8 displays the X-ray
computed tomography analysis performed in the particular case of the welded assembly obtained with
N = 148 and µend = 0.27. From the reconstructed 3D block corresponding to the whole assembly, crosssections of the pin/block interface perpendicular to the friction motion direction are presented in Figures
8b to 8e. The selected cross-sections only display the structure of the mid-contact area since a similar
one was observed on the other side of the contact.
Figure 8:
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Figure 8: (a) 3D reconstructed pin/block contact obtained by X-ray computed tomography after a
friction test performed in TC3 (PC = 3.8 MPa, MC = 11%, N = 155, µend = 0.27, HT = 2 min,
HP = 4 MPa), and scheme indicating the location of the 4 reconstructed cross-sections of the welded
assembly (b to e).
Observation of every reconstructed cross-sections confirms the formation of a thick MZ consecutively
to the third body spreading and curing. Measurements of the MZ thickness in various locations led to a
mean value of 260 ± 87 µm. Although slightly larger, this mean thickness is in agreement with other
studies focused on beech wood.11,31,41 The welded interface clearly results in a greatly densified zone
compared to the original bulk wood structure, as previously mentioned in the literature.11,21,31 The welded
joint in the centre of the contact (Figure 8b) appears relatively homogeneous despite some porosities
and local thinning of the MZ are observed. Nonetheless, the further away from the centre, the greater
the occurrences of porosities, welded joint disruptions, and cracks are (Figures 8c to 8e). Although the
present study does not focus on the joint strength maximization, such observations support the concept
that an optimization of the contact conditions should minimize structural defects of the MZ to reach
higher strength, as requested by previous studies.16,20,22,23 Conversely, Figures 8b to 8e evidence the local
filling of bulk wood voids by the third body which should result in a structural reinforcement of the
assembly.
Tensile tests performed on the 8 assemblies originating from TC3 resulted in mechanical strengths (σ)
up to 7 MPa. Similar values were reported in the literature for beech21 and birch20 welded using almost
13

the same contact conditions. Figure 9 shows the effect of test duration on the tensile strength of pin/block
welded assemblies. The results are compared with the mean strength of glued assemblies (grey lines in
Figure 9), and are reported versus N or versus µend in Figures 9a and 9b, respectively. It is worth
mentioning that the highest mechanical strengths reached by the welded assemblies are close to the ones
obtained with glued assemblies.
Figure 9:

Figure 9: Tensile strength σ of joints obtained after various welding time WT performed with
PC = 3.8 MPa, MC = 11%, HP = 4 MPa, and HT = 2 min. Results are plotted versus the number of
friction cycles completed N (left), and the last friction coefficient recorded µend (right). The grey
horizontal thick line refers to the mean tensile strength measured on glued wooden parts assemblies
and the grey horizontal dotted lines refer to its ± ½ standard deviation. Linear regressions (black
dotted lines) and associated correlation factors r² are indicated for each graph.
The general trend highlighted in Figure 9a shows that the closer to point C the friction motion has been
stopped, the higher the mechanical strength is. This observation is consistent with the above-mentioned
gradual spreading of the melted third body onto the surfaces. It is also suggested that higher third body
spreading leads to more homogeneous distribution of the MZ along the contact, and consequently to
higher assembly strength after solidification. Nonetheless, scattered tensile strength values were
obtained as a function of N (r² = 0.73). By contrast, Figure 9b exhibits a better linear correlation factor
between σ and µend (r² = 0.91). The observed negative slope reflects the achievement of smaller and
smaller friction coefficients as the third body spreads into the contact during the third step of FWW, as
depicted in Figures 2 to 4.
It is assumed that better correlation between σ and µend than with N relies on the inherent structural
heterogeneity of wood. As such, two different samples are likely to reach different interface states after
performing the same sliding distance. By contrast, the same friction coefficient should refer to the same
MZ rheology resulting in similar strength of the assembly further to MZ solidification. This assumption
is supported by variation of the friction curves depicted in Figure 4 and 6 for each contact conditions,
which is quantified by the higher standard deviations of NB and NC compared to those of µB and µC as
reported in Table 1.
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Discussion

To the best of our knowledge, the present study provides the first approach to FWW from a tribological
perspective. In particular, the first values and the evolution of the friction coefficient acquired during
the linear welding of wooden pairs are presented. The results demonstrate a very specific inverted Ushaped friction curve looking like the one proposed by Stamm et al in the particular case of orbital
welding.8 However, higher friction coefficients were found and an unrevealed dependence of the normal
loading was encountered. Such differences can primarily be explained by the radically different contact
modalities employed. Considering linear welding, contact conditions used in the present study are
similar to those used by Boonstra et al21, but they refer to lower sliding speed (SV) and higher contact
pressure (WP) compared with the most common welding conditions used in the literature. The
combination of friction measurements under different contact conditions (PC and MC), of surface
modifications at different steps of the process, and of the resulting welded joint characterization allows
for an extensive description of the tribological mechanisms involved during FWW. Interestingly, these
mechanisms are very exhaustive. They are summarized phenomenologically in Figure 10 and discussed
in the followings.
At the very beginning of the process, the friction is low. When varying PC from 1.5 to 3.8 MPa, the plot
of ̅̅̅
𝐹𝑇 versus ̅𝐹̅̅𝑁̅ shows a classical relationship reflecting the Amonton’s law (Figure 5). The friction
coefficient does not depend on the apparent contact pressure and reaches 0.13 approximately. This low
value has been attributed to the lubricating action of water molecules trapped into the contact and
originating from the moisture initially contained in the beech wood samples (Figure 10a). Indeed, tests
performed with anhydrous samples led to four times higher friction coefficient at this stage (Figure 6a).
From the literature, the role of moisture on the frictional behavior of wood surfaces remains however
not well understood and highly depends on the material counterpart considered.44–47 Referring to the
well-known Stribeck curve, the friction coefficient load-independence encountered in the present study
suggests that boundary lubrication occurs. Such a lubrication regime is consistent with the small amount
of water involved and its low viscosity. Nonetheless, increasing MC does not change µ. This behaviour
was previously observed with wood rubbing on a PTFE counterpart45, until MC = 30%.
Notwithstanding, the duration of the low-friction regime highly increases with MC (Figure 6b). This
suggests the material acts like a “water-tank” which is gradually depleted by frictional heating.
Thereafter, the contact is no longer lubricated since water vaporizes due to the heat generated by friction.
Evidence of water vaporization was observed in the present study through clearly visible smoke
production that was also reported in the literature.2,8,34,40 This results in a very sharp increase in the
friction coefficient since the absence of aqueous lubricant leads to severe surface damage (Figure 10b),
as shown in Figures 7a and 7b. The friction coefficient then reaches its maximal level µB which decreases
with PC, as reported in Table 1 and Figure 4. Such behaviour refers to a strong modification of the
contact rheology at this step of the process. This statement is consistent with the work of GanneChedeville et al arguing that wood becomes rubber-like at the first stages of FWW through the combined
action of the temperature and of the chemically-driven decrease of the glass transition temperature of
lignin.31 While differing in terms of sliding speed and contact pressures compared to those employed in
the present study, welding tests performed by the authors of this paper were combined with infrared
thermography measurements that allowed to suggest the occurrence of numerous physicochemical
phenomena. Based on their observations, the second step of FWW (from point A to point B) should
comprise: molecular swelling of the polysaccharides, increase of the lignin molecules flexibility, and
hydrolysis of the hemicelluloses and the amorphous cellulose. At the end of the second step, the ̅̅̅
𝐹𝑇
versus ̅𝐹̅̅𝑁̅ relationship (Figure 5) suggests the existence of an adhesive term in the friction force as
suggested by Atack and Tabor45 who studied balsam wood. As a complex mixture of macromolecular
organic constituents, the frictional behaviour of wood can also be compared to that of polymers. Briscoe
et al48–50 showed the friction law of such materials can be expressed as follows:
𝐹𝑇 = 𝐴 𝜏0 + 𝛼 𝐹𝑁
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(Eq.2)

where A is the real contact area, and α and τ0 are constants. Data from Figure 5 give α = 0.28 and
assuming A close to the apparent contact area gives τ0 ≈ 1 MPa, that are consistent values very similar
to those obtained for thermoplastics.48 Such consideration supports the adhesive nature of the interface
at this stage of the process.
Figure 10:

Figure 10: Surface modifications involved throughout FWW. When indicating as an interval, µ values
refer to their variations depending on PC. The arbitrary time scale (right side) indicates the points A,
B and C defined in Figure 2.
During the third step of FWW (between points B and C) the friction coefficient decreases according to
a negative power law versus N. SEM observations (Figure 7) indicate that such behaviour first relies on
plastic flow that induces surface smoothening, and the onset of melted spots (Figure 10c) that gradually
spread on the surfaces to further achieve the MZ growing up. Based on the literature, these physical
processes can be connected with cellulose dehydration and decarboxylation leading to its
depolymerisation31, and the partial melting of lignin and hemicelluloses.2,39 Meanwhile, large rollshaped debris are ejected from the contact. In contrast with isolated wood cells observed by Gfeller et
al2, wear debris collected in our experiments are composed of fragmented wood fibres embedded in a
molten matrix. Observation of such debris composition close to point B supports the emergence of
molten material spots from the very beginning of the FWW third step. All of these observations support
the reaching of a mixed lubrication regime. From Figure 8, X-ray tomographic analysis performed on a
contact pair whose friction was maintained close to point C highlights that a thick MZ was ultimately
built up at the end of this stage (Figure 10d). High thickness of the resulted MZ similar to the one
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observed by Boonstra et al under similar contact conditions21 raises the question of whether the contact
reaches, or not, the hydrodynamic (or elasto-hydrodynamic) lubricating regime at the end of the third
step. The following interpretation is based on the assumption that the interface at point C is in the same
state and also has the same viscosity whatever PC. On the one hand, assuming low variations of the
contact area in the FN range considered, hydrodynamic lubrication should be characterized by friction
forces proportional to 𝐹𝑁 1/4, including in the case of materials lubricated by their own melting.51,52
However, Figure 5 shows ̅̅̅
𝐹𝑇 does not depend on ̅𝐹̅̅𝑁̅ and reaches a constant value. On the other hand,
increasing PC results in decreasing the friction coefficient which remains relatively high, from 0.25 to
0.65 (Table 1). Such observations, also related to the Stribeck curve, are consistent with the perpetuation
of the mixed lubrication regime originated since point B. A significant quantity of molten material
should nonetheless be present in the contact. As already mentioned in the literature3, one part of this
fluid-like material cannot be kept trapped any longer into the contact and is pushed out of the contact. It
is then quickly cured to generate large platelets as depicted in Figure 7k. Conversely, another part of the
molten material fills the beech wood structural voids owed to the end grain-to-end grain orientation of
the samples (Figure 8). This also tends to enhance the mechanical strength of the resulting assembly.
Continuing friction tests beyond point C initiates severe wear of the wooden samples and causes a very
weak connection and even no adherence between the pin and the block in most cases. Although not in
the scope of the present paper, the wear process is manifested by extensive extrusion of the molten
material previously formed. As such, it can be seen as an exacerbated continuation of the FWW third
step ending. Meanwhile, furfural-derived products resulted from the heat degradation of hemicelluloses
appear through condensation reactions involving glucose and xylose31,39, and the pyrolysis of
holocellulose is suggested to occur.31 Moreover, as mentioned by Vaziri et al19, longer welding time also
causes the occurrence of charring in the welded zone which ultimately decreases even more the assembly
strength.
In addition to the identification of the tribological mechanisms involved in FWW, the present study
highlights the relevance of the friction coefficient as an effective tool for controlling the process. Firstly,
one must consider the large variation of the friction curve during a single test. Indeed, µ is more than
quadrupled throughout a same test and can even vary by almost a decade under low contact pressure
(Figure 4 and Table 1). As a quantitative indicator of the interface rheology, the friction coefficient is
also a precise monitoring parameter in order to evaluate the progression of welding achievement.
Despite efforts made to limit the structural heterogeneity of the samples (see section 2.1), the five
friction curves obtained for each contact conditions of TC1 showed some variations of the necessary
sliding distance to reach a specific interface state (Figures 5 and 6). This was especially observed with
increasing moisture content (Figure 6b). In contrast, a better reproducibility was observed when
considering the friction coefficient levels as proved by the low standard deviations exhibited by µB and
µC (Table 1) in each contact conditions. Moreover, since the overall process is achieved in a few seconds,
µ also offers a precious tool to quickly distinguish the successive steps of the interface modifications.
Secondly, our results suggest that the mechanical strength of the resulting assembly could be efficiently
predicted with µ. The linear relationship depicted in Figure 9b between µend and σ is of major concern
from a practical point of view for the achievement of the process. In all previous studies, FWW is usually
controlled with definite WT and motion frequency that means a fixed sliding distance. However, the
comparison of Figures 9a and 9b shows that σ could be more precisely controlled by monitoring the
friction coefficient than N.

5

Conclusion

This study aims at providing the first study on friction wood welding through a tribological approach.
The work carried out includes friction tests performed on beech wood and mechanical and
morphological characterizations of the interface thanks to different techniques. The main findings from
this study are listed below.
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(1) The evolution of the friction coefficient during linear wood welding process was provided for the
first time. After a low-friction stage, the friction coefficient follows an inverted U-shaped curve
versus the sliding distance through a second stage.
(2) Despite the very short duration of the process, very large variations of the friction coefficient ranging
from 0.1 to 1 were observed.
(3) Friction curves strongly depend on the initial apparent contact pressure and the moisture content of
wood. Increasing the pressure leads to lower friction coefficients during the second stage, and the
wood moisture content acts on the duration of the first step until its vanishing with anhydrous wood.
(4) This study highlights the richness of tribological mechanisms involved in FWW. It was
demonstrated that the wooden interface successively experiences (i) boundary lubrication regime
governed by water molecules trapped in the contact, (ii) adhesive dry friction, (iii) mixed lubrication
regime piloted by the gradual spreading of a molten material, and then (iv) severe wearing of the
contact due to the removal of the previously formed molten material.
(5) From an industrial perspective, our work points out the relevance to follow the friction coefficient
throughout FWW as a relevant and predictive measurement of both the process progression and the
optimization of the welded assembly mechanical strength.
The present study focuses on the welding of beech wood under a single sliding speed. Further works
have to be carried out to investigate whether the abovementioned tribological mechanisms vary with
different sliding speeds and wood species.
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